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Abstract 
This paper presents the conservation of Islamia College Peshawar building, a century old brick 
masonry building of great heritage importance.  The scope of work included, repair and 
rehabilitation of out of plumb domes and dome lets, cracked arches of reception hall, roof 
treatment and perforated bricks masonry parapet walls using hydrated lime, brick surkhi and 
jute as mortar. These materials were originally used in the building. The application of above 
mentioned materials improved both the strengthening capacity of the building as well as the 
aesthetic appearance. 
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1. Introduction  
Peshawar city is one of the oldest cities of the subcontinent, once known as the 
queen city of South Asia. The city is situated in the heart of ancient land called 
Gandhara in the time of Yore. It is city in the South Asia possessing glorious past with 
rich history and alluring cultural traditions.  
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Islamia College is an educational institution located in the western part of Peshawar 
City. Islamia College was founded in October 1913 by Nawab Sir Sahibzada Abdul 
Qayyum and Sir George Roose-Keppel. The Architectural style of the building is a 
blend of Islamic Mughal traditions combined with typical Curzonean touches. The 
building with its charming figure, embedded by domes, kiosks toped with Cupolas and 
Crowing beady pinnacles and finials, creates a wondering site to the eye of common 
man and to the specialist in the discipline of Architecture as shown in Figure 1. The 
main building has a Hall (known as Roose Keppel Hall), which is flanked on the 
Northern side by corner rooms having domes based on inverted lotus and provided with 
side Kiosks surrounded by cupolas and pinnacles as a characteristic feature. The parapet 
of the Hall lying between the domes compositions is marked with molded band and 
balustrade in the form of ring shape marlins. 
The condition of Roose Keppel Hall was in a precarious condition. The domes, 
domelets and parapet wall were deteriorated and displaced with the passage of time. 
Also the arches of reception hall were cracked. The above defects were removed by 
using constituent materials such as backed bricks, hydrated lime, surkhi and jute, the 
material originally used for the construction of the brick masonry building.  
The conservation project of Islamia College Peshawar was conceived by the 
administration of Islamia College Peshawar and, Archaeology and Museum Department 
of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK). Master plan for implementation in three phases was 
prepared in 2006. In the first phase conservation of Roose Keppel Hall was prioritized. 
The scope included, repair and rehabilitation of, out of plumb domes and dome lets, 
cracked arches of reception hall and perforated bricks masonry parapet walls. The 
application of above mentioned materials improved the strengthening capacity of the 
building as well as the aesthetic appearance.   
 
Figure 1. Bird eye view of Islamia College Peshawar 
2. Rehabilitation of Historical Buildings 
Conservation and restoration of heritage buildings is a highly delicate operation. It 
requires highly skilled manpower having experience in the rehabilitation of buildings.  
As small mistake or negligence could endangers building and human life. The 
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rehabilitation of Islamia college buildings was executed with the consultancy of 
professionals from Archaeology and Museum Department as well as Work and Service 
Department of KPK province. The aim of conservation was to preserve and reveal the 
aesthetic and historical value of the building and to restore the original composition and 
historical setting. The methodology of rehabilitation was based on conservation 
principles of an ancient building (Bidwell 1977).  
A technical survey was conducted to assess the defects and recommends the 
rehabilitation of this historical and classical building of Islamic Era. It was observed 
that: 
1.  The domes were cracked. 
2.  The domelets and parapet walls were cracked and tilted causing potential instability 
to the structure.   
3.  The Porch Arches were also found damaged. 
3. Rehabilitation of Domes  
Before starting conservation process all the structural elements were photographed 
to preserve the sanctity and originality of the building. The photography is a technique 
used for the conservation of heritage building (Bidwell 1977). The study revealed that 
the building was originally constructed from the backed bricks, hydrated lime, Surkhi 
(local terminology of powder of baked brick) and Jute as bonding material. The lime 
mortar is an old practice of construction used for binding masonry units. The lime 
mortar used in different parts of the world due to its efficiency (Historic Scotland 1995). 
The mixing ratio of bonding material was kept as 1:2:3 (one part of lime cream, two 
parts of surkhi and three parts of brick grit). The process of preparation of bonding 
material is shown in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2. Process of preparation of bonding material 
The deteriorated shape of domes and domelets of Roose Keppel Hall is shown in 
Figure 3. Before commencing the process of restoration a wooden protector was 
prepared to check and ensure the restoration of the domes in its original shape.  The 
domes were supported by scaffolding. The domes were scrapped for removing the 
cracked and weathered plaster. The backed bricks in the vicinity of cracks were 
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removed with great care to reuse it after scraping and cleaning. The domes were then 
retrofitted with the same bricks and newly prepared mortar as shown in Figure 2. The 
complete domes were then plastered with proposed mortar as adopted 
(Historic Scotland 
1994). The retrofitted dome is shown in Figure 4. 
 
Figure 3. Deteriorated shape of Domes & Domlets of Roose Keppel Hall 
 
Figure 4. Retrofitted Shape of Domes & Domlets of Roose Keppel Hall 
4. Rehabilitation of Dome Lets and Parapet Walls 
The dome lets were out of plumbed and tilted due to weathering and age effect. The 
decayed old plaster of the domelets was scrapped with great care to expose the original 
bricks.  The out of plumb domelets were plumbed by mechanical anchorages as shown 
in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5. Mechanical Anchoring of out of plumbed domelets 
A photographic technique was used to restore the original esthetical appearance of 
parapet walls. The tilted and cracked parapet walls were removed with great care as the 
bricks were to be reused. The same mortar mentioned above was used in the 
construction of parapet walls. The conservation of parapet walls improved its strength. 
The conservation of heritage building like Islamia college Peshawar was done by one of 
(Knight J). The 
photographs of parapet walls before and after conservation are shown in Figure 6 and 7.  
 
Figure 6. Parapet walls before conservation 
  
Figure 7. Parapet walls after conservation 
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5. Rehabilitation of Porch Arches  
The arches of Roose Keppel Hall were also badly damaged due to rain water drain 
through two pipes directly on the ground right and front of porch pillars and thus 
soaking the entire foundation area of the pillar the consequence of such soaking due to 
rain water and massive amount of water being used to irrigate the grounds, flowers and 
bushes resulted in cracks due to stress concentration in arches and settlement of the 
foundations. Steel scaffoldings were costed in situ by welding to restore the original 
shape of porch arches as shown in Figure 8.  Afterword the damaged arches were 
carefully demolished so that the old bricks can be used again. The same composition of 
mortar were prepared and used in the reconstruction of arches to restore its originality. 
After strengthening and conservation of arches, the steel scaffoldings were removed. 
The arches after retrofitting are shown in Figure 9. 
To keep the foundation of the building dry, a concrete capillary cut of wall all 
around the building was constructed at a distance of 5 feet and at a depth of below 
foundation level.  
 
Figure 8. Arches before rehabilitation 
 
Figure 9. Arches after rehabilitation 
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6. Conclusion 
As a result of extensive work done for the conservation of the college building, the 
following conclusions were made. 
1. As is evident from the pictures before and after conservation, the methodology of 
conservation based on photographic, mechanical anchorages and cost in situ 
scaffoldings is the best way of conservation of heritage buildings.  
2. The methodology adopted in this conservation work is cost effective because original 
bricks were reused in restoration process.  
3. This restoration will also extend the useful life of the building.  
4. A part from improvement in aesthetic look, the conservation process has 
strengthened the overall structure of the building.   
5. The construction of concrete capillary cut of wall has helped in keeping the 
foundation dry and resulting to prevent soaking of foundation which helps to prevent 
further deterioration of arches.  
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